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Abstract
Recommendation, collaboration and other tasks play important role on the adaptive web. For such tasks, user
feedback is needed. Explicit feedback interrupts user and
obtaining quality explicit feedback is problematic. On
the other hand, users provide implicit feedback uninterrupted without knowing that they are rating. Traditional
implicit feedback on the web – tracking of mouse and keyboard interaction, displayed parts of document, etc. – is
problematic, when user passively reads the document and
does not provide any inputs. We do not want to force him
to provide inputs; therefore we have to track him physically. In our work we proposed a method for identification
of important fragments based on implicit interest indicators with included commodity gaze tracking in common
settings of the user’s home. We use collected information
in recommendation of fragments, adaptive explicit feedback collection and we proposed additional scenarios.
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1.

Feedback on the Adaptive Web

Tracking of user actions is needed for many tasks on the
adaptive web, including recommendation. This tracking
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is common on the server-side or at the middle-man (e.g.
Adaptive Proxy [1]), but only actions such as document
load are collected, considering the document as a whole.
With addition of client-side code that is reporting to the
server or proxy, user interaction within a web page is commonly tracked. Read wear [4] can be employed this way –
a virtual wearing of document while it is being displayed,
essentially tracking time on screen for its fragments. This
approach fails if the content is short. Content is commonly placed “above the fold” and application tools are
visible entire time. Mouse interaction provides another
information and even correlates with gaze to some degree [3]. However, when user does not move the mouse or
press keys, we cannot differentiate if he is reading or has
left. For example, text away from cursor can be made unreadable [7] and user has to move mouse to read. Another
approach is to track the user physically: detect his presence with a camera or even estimate his gaze. Apart from
costly professional devices used for evaluations in usability
laboratories, commodity gaze tracking using cheap webcams has been used, e.g. in assistance to the disabled [6].

2.

Gathering the Feedback and Recommending

We proposed a method for mapping implicit feedback consisting of several interest indicators to importance of fragments of a document and of a web application presenting
the document. We divided the indicators into groups and
experimentally assigned weights between the groups and
between indicators in the groups. Importance of a fragment is calculated as a product of values of all indicators
belonging to that fragment and their weights. Metrics
of indicators vary for each type of an indicator. For example, gaze position estimated from user’s image carries
some inaccuracy and therefore it is accumulated not only
for the estimated fragment, but also for nearby fragments
with value decreasing with distance. On the other hand,
an annotation is precisely targeted by the user.
We then use the importance of fragments in a recommendation. When user first visits a document, we highlight
fragments that other users have worked with. User can
quickly scan through the document when he is learning
or browsing in an exploratory way. When revisiting, we
can use user’s own feedback exclusively and he can revive
what he read previously. In tracking of application fragments, we can differentiate whether user has not worked
with a part of application (widget) because he does not
want to (he finds selected items, scores, etc. uninteresting) or he has not noticed it at all. We point such user
to application fragments he have not worked with yet and
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VAR i : INTEGER;
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{
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}
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Figure 1: Evaluation within an instance of ALEF (left), UTrack extension (middle), GazerTracker (right).
even adaptively collect explicit feedback and ask him what
he thinks of the application’s tool, when he noticed it several times but did not use it. If many users fail to notice
a feature that may sign a problem in web design.
In order to collect the feedback from users, we implemented an UTrack extension (Figure 1) of Firefox web
browser. The extension tracks user actions commonly visible to web sites such as mouse interaction. With more
access to browser, we also track interaction with browser
outside the actual page. We implemented desktop application GazerTracker using modified library from research
project OpenGazer. GazerTracker uses sockets both for
control and gaze communication with other applications.
GazeTracker is automatically launched and controlled by
the UTrack extension. Collected data are mapped to visited web pages. If a web application can use the information, it defines its user and application interfaces – what
constitutes fragments and where to send processed data.

3.

Evaluation and Conclusions

We integrated UTrack with Adaptive LEarning Framework (ALEF) [2] developed and used on FIIT. Group of
students used ALEF in the Principles of software engineering course while preparing for small exams from preselected set of learning objects. Eleven students used
standalone webcams, twelve used laptop webcams and
others used the extension without gaze tracking. Students
also manually highlighted parts of learning texts (document fragments) they considered important and they were
adaptively asked about they work with widgets (application fragments).
In our work we proposed a method for identification of important fragments using implicit feedback including gaze
tracking and used it in a recommendation. Our experiments have shown that it is possible to bring gaze tracking
to common settings of unsupervised users working with
web applications. Accuracy is comparable to sizes of typical page elements (menu width, widgets). We found that
using our method we can more accurately track interest
in fragments of documents than when using only mouse
interaction and that we reflect important fragments more
accurately than users’ intentional highlights. Users were
more willing to provide explicit feedback when we asked
adaptively when we determined they were working with

concerned application fragment (6.96 % refused answers)
than when we showed them based only on mouse interaction (12.44 % refused) and when we showed questions randomly (33.33 % refused). We also proposed more scenarios: augmentation of the communication between users
of the same or similar websites [5] or estimation of users’
interests while browsing the digital space. More accurately tracking the user actions including gaze tracking
outside of usability laboratories in the common working
environment of the user brings some concerns (fear for
privacy) and problems (lower accuracy and comfort than
with laboratory equipment), however it brings advantages
not only to fragment identification and recommendation,
but also possibly to many other areas in web environment,
e.g. navigation support, context recognition.
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